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HALF-BLOOD is the unputdownable first book in the acclaimed Covenant series from #1 New York Times bestselling Jennifer L. Armentrout.
This special paperback edition also includes the prequel novella DAIMON. The Hematoi descend from the unions of gods and mortals, and
the children of two Hematoi - pure-bloods - have godlike powers. Children of Hematoi and mortals - well, not so much. Half-bloods only have
two options: become trained Sentinels who hunt and kill daimons or become servants in the homes of the pures. Seventeen-year-old
Alexandria would rather risk her life fighting than waste it scrubbing toilets, but she may end up slumming it anyway. There are several rules
that students at the Covenant must follow. Alex has problems with them all, but especially rule #1: Relationships between pures and halfs are
forbidden. Unfortunately, she's crushing hard on the totally hot pure-blood Aiden. But falling for Aiden isn't her biggest problem - staying alive
long enough to graduate the Covenant and become a Sentinel is. If she fails in her duty, she faces a future worse than death or slavery:
being turned into a daimon, and being hunted by Aiden. And that would kind of suck.
Dez Cross has problems. She's almost eighteen and on the verge of losing her mind thanks to the drug the Denazen corporation used to
enhance her abilities. People close to her have turned their backs on the underground and are now fighting for the wrong side. And then
there's Kale... Things couldn't get any worse. Until, of course, they do. Denazen is about to start a new trial—this one called Domination—and it
works. But that means out with the old and in with the new. The order has been given to terminate all remnants of the second trial—including
Dez. The good news is that there's a survivor from the original trial. A woman whose blood may hold the cure for the second generation of
Supremacy kids' defects. But the underground Sixes aren't the only ones who know about her. Dez's father is willing to throw away
everything he has to keep Dez from getting the cure—including the one thing that might tear her apart from the inside out. The Denazen series
is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1: Touch Book #1.5: Untouched (novella) Book #2: Toxic Book# 2.5: Faceless (novella) Book
#3: Tremble Book #4 Transcendent
Lux: Beginnings by Jennifer Armentrout: Now available together for the first time, don't miss Obsidian and Onyx, the first two books in
Jennifer L. Armentrout's bestselling Lux series. Also includes bonus content exclusive to the print edition! "A thrilling ride from start to finish,"
says RT Book Reviews. Obsidian There's an alien next door. And with his looming height and eerie green eyes, he's hot...until he opens his
mouth. He's infuriating. Arrogant. Stab-worthy. But when a stranger attacks me and Daemon literally freezes time with a wave of his hand, he
marks me. Turns out he has a galaxy of enemies wanting to steal his abilities and the only way I'm getting out of this alive is by sticking close
to him until my alien mojo fades. If I don't kill him first, that is. Onyx Daemon's determined to prove what he feels for me is more than a
product of our bizarro connection. So I've sworn him off, even though he's running more hot than cold these days. But we've got bigger
problems. I've seen someone who shouldn't be alive. And I have to tell Daemon, even though I know he's never going to stop searching until
he gets the truth. What happened to his brother? Who betrayed him? And what does the DOD want from them--from me? Want to read the
LUX series on your ereader? Each book is sold individually in e-format: #1: Obsidian #2: Onyx #3: Opal #4: Origin #5: Opposition Prequel
novella: Shadows
The unforgettable second novel in the acclaimed Covenant series from #1 New York Times bestselling Jennifer L. Armentrout. Includes a
special bonus scene from Seth's point of view. Enter the world of Covenant... For Alexandria, being destined to become some kind of
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supernatural electrical outlet isn't exactly awesome - especially when her 'other half' is everywhere she goes. Seth's in her training room,
outside her classes, and keeps showing up in her bedroom - so not cool. Their connection does have some benefits, like staving off her
memories of the tragic showdown with her mother, but it has no effect on what Alex feels for the forbidden, pure-blooded Aiden. When
daimons infiltrate the Covenants and attack students, the gods send furies - creatures determined to eradicate any threat to the Covenants
and to the gods... and that includes Alex. If that and hordes of aether-sucking monsters weren't bad enough, a mysterious threat seems
willing to do anything to neutralize Seth, even if that means forcing Alex into servitude... or killing her.
Originally published October 2011 Now includes bonus novella DAIMON The Hematoi descend from the unions of gods and mortals, and the
children of two Hematoi-pure-bloods-have godlike powers. Children of Hematoi and mortals-well, not so much. Half-bloods only have two
options: become trained Sentinels who hunt and kill daimons or become servants in the homes of the pures. Seventeen-year-old Alexandria
would rather risk her life fighting than waste it scrubbing toilets, but she may end up slumming it anyway. There are several rules that
students at the Covenant must follow. Alex has problems with them all, but especially rule #1: Relationships between pures and halfs are
forbidden. Unfortunately, she's crushing hard on the totally hot pure-blood Aiden. But falling for Aiden isn't her biggest problem-staying alive
long enough to graduate the Covenant and become a Sentinel is. If she fails in her duty, she faces a future worse than death or slavery:
being turned into a daimon, and being hunted by Aiden. And that would kind of suck.
Jennifer L. Armentrout (also known as J. Lynn), New York Times bestselling author of the Wait for You saga, delivers a new novel of first
love, second chances, and scorching chemistry. Eleven months ago, bartender and weird-shirt-wearing extraordinaire Roxy and Officer
Reece Anders had a one night stand. Well, kind of. She's been in love with him since she was fifteen, and he wishes that night they shared
never happened. She's sworn him off forever, but the past and future collide, forcing her to rely on the one man who broke her heart not
once, but twice. Her best friend since birth has been in a long-term care facility since he became a victim of a hate crime years ago, and the
person who put him in there is out of prison and wanting to make amends with him and Roxy. She's not sure she has room for forgiveness in
her and when she begins to receive frightening messages and is on the receiving end of escalating violence, she thinks she knows who is to
blame. The man who already destroyed one life already. But Reece isn't convinced. The threats are too personal, and even if Roxy doesn't
believe him, he's not willing to let anyone hurt her. Including himself. He's already messed up more than once when it comes to Roxy and
he's not going to let history repeat itself.
The thrilling conclusion to the epic Covenant series from New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout. As the mortal world
slowly slips into chaos, Alexandria Andros must overcome a devastating defeat that has left her shaken and in doubt that the war against the
gods will ever come to an end. There are many obstacles standing between Alex and her happily-ever-after with Aiden St. Delphi, and now
Alex and Aiden face their greatest challenge yet: they must trust a deadly foe as they travel deep into the Underworld to release one of the
most dangerous gods of all time. In the shattering , action-packed climax to the series, Alex must make a terrible choice: the destruction of
everything and everyone she holds dear... or the end of her own life.
Lux: Consequences by Jennifer Armentrout: Now available together for the first time, don't miss Opal and Origin, the third and fourth books in
Jennifer L. Armentrout's bestselling Lux series. Also includes bonus content exclusive to the print edition! "A thrilling ride from start to finish,"
says RT Book Reviews. Opal After everything, I'm no longer the same Katy. I'm different...and I'm not sure what that will mean in the end.
When each step we take in discovering the truth puts us in the path of the secret organization responsible for torturing and testing hybrids,
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the more I realize there is no end to what I'm capable of. The death of someone close still lingers, help comes from the most unlikely source,
and friends will become the deadliest of enemies, but we won't turn back. Even if the outcome will shatter our worlds forever. Origin Daemon
will do anything to get Katy back. After the successful but disastrous raid on Mount Weather, he's facing the impossible. Katy is gone. Taken.
Everything becomes about finding her. But the most dangerous foe has been there all along, and when the truths are exposed and the lies
come crumbling down, which side will Daemon and Katy be standing on? And will they even be together? Want to read the LUX series on
your ereader? Each book is sold individually in e-format: #1: Obsidian #2: Onyx #3: Opal #4: Origin #5: Opposition Prequel novella: Shadows
Enter the world of Covenant... For Alexandria, being destined to become some kind of supernatural electrical outlet isn't exactly awesome especially when her 'other half' is everywhere she goes. Seth's in her training room, outside her classes, and keeps showing up in her
bedroom - so not cool. Their connection does have some benefits, like staving off her memories of the tragic showdown with her mother, but
it has no effect on what Alex feels for the forbidden, pure-blooded Aiden. When daimons infiltrate the Covenants and attack students, the
gods send furies - creatures determined to eradicate any threat to the Covenants and to the gods... and that includes Alex. If that and hordes
of aether-sucking monsters weren't bad enough, a mysterious threat seems willing to do anything to neutralize Seth, even if that means
forcing Alex into servitude... or killing her.

At a Lightworld royal gala, Queene Ayla announces the betrothal of her daughter, Cerridwen, to a high–ranking
councillor. Though strategically brilliant, the engagement comes as a shock; to Cerridwen especially. Infuriated by her
mother's high–handedness, ignorant of her own true origins, she flees the court; leaving herself vulnerable to those who
would see the Lightworld destroyed. Amid burgeoning unrest, desperate desires become divided loyalties and terrifying
mercenaries lurk in the shadowy space between rebellion and anarchy.
Enter the world of Covenant... Alexandria's eighteenth birthday - and her Awakening - is approaching. If she even makes
it. A long-forgotten, fanatical order is out to kill her and, if that isn't freaky enough, Alex is guarding a dark secret, too. If
anyone finds out what she did, she's a goner - and so is Aiden. Alex still has feelings for Aiden, even though he's a pureblood...and therefore forbidden. Meanwhile, she's been 'training' with her fellow Apollyon Seth - though really that's just
Seth's code word for some up-close-and-personal time. After every session Alex ends up with another mark of the
Apollyon, which brings her one step closer to her Awakening ahead of schedule. Awesome. But as Alex's birthday draws
near, her entire world is shattered by a startling revelation. Once the gods have revealed themselves and unleashed their
wrath, lives will be irrevocably changed - and destroyed. Those left standing will find out if love is truly greater than fate.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Covenant and Lux series comes the pulse-pounding fourth novel in
the electrifying Titan series. 'Jennifer L. Armentrout is such an amazing writer; my heart is still beating hard against my rib
cage.' - Book Gossips 'A drum-tight sense of suspense and sexual tension from the first page to the last' Publishers
Weekly History is on repeat... Seth never thought he'd have a future. Now he's on the brink of having it all: A tomorrow. A
family. All that's standing in the way of that forever with Page
Josie
is the Titans. A price must be paid... For Josie, entombing
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the Titans is what she was born to do. But she also knows she's not fighting just for herself -- she's fighting for the man
she loves, for their future, for the world. Together, Josie and Seth will face the unthinkable. And to win this war, the
ultimate sacrifice must be made. For the end is here and the Prophecy will be fulfilled....
The spellbinding fourth novel in the acclaimed Covenant series from #1 New York Times bestselling Jennifer L.
Armentrout. Enter the world of Covenant... Alex has Awoken and become the Apollyon. She has connected with Seth
and now the thing she feared most has happened: her true self has been lost. But love is stronger than fate, and Aiden
St. Delphi will do anything to break the connection and get Alex back. And then there's the fact that the whole Alex-andSeth combination is pretty dangerous: if Seth drains Alex of her power, he'll become the God Killer and the most powerful
being on the planet. The one person needed to stop the impending destruction has been dead for centuries - and Alex
will have to search for him in the Underworld. Finding her way into the Underworld to search for one soul among
countless millions will be hard enough. Returning will be even harder. Alex needs to prevent Seth from becoming the God
Killer...but the cost will be higher than she ever imagined.
Escape with the remarkable third novel of the acclaimed Covenant series from #1 New York Times bestselling Jennifer L.
Armentrout. Also includes the bonus novella Elixir. Enter the world of Covenant... Alexandria's eighteenth birthday - and
her Awakening - is approaching. If she even makes it. A long-forgotten, fanatical order is out to kill her and, if that isn't
freaky enough, Alex is guarding a dark secret, too. If anyone finds out what she did, she's a goner - and so is Aiden. Alex
still has feelings for Aiden, even though he's a pure-blood...and therefore forbidden. Meanwhile, she's been 'training' with
her fellow Apollyon Seth - though really that's just Seth's code word for some up-close-and-personal time. After every
session Alex ends up with another mark of the Apollyon, which brings her one step closer to her Awakening ahead of
schedule. Awesome. But as Alex's birthday draws near, her entire world is shattered by a startling revelation. Once the
gods have revealed themselves and unleashed their wrath, lives will be irrevocably changed - and destroyed. Those left
standing will find out if love is truly greater than fate.
A bloody path has been chosen... The war against the Titans continues, and they remain determined to wreak havoc on
the world, but Seth has become something all gods fear. Now the most dangerous, most absolute power no longer
resides in those who have been freed from their tombs. The Great War fought by the few is coming... All may doubt and
fear what Seth has become. All except the one woman who might be his final chance at redemption. Josie will do
anything to prove that Seth is on their side, but fate has a nasty way of changing lives, of changing people. In the end,
the sun will fall... The only way they can save the future and save themselves is by facing the unknown together. It will
take more than trust and faith. It will take love and the kind of strength not easily broken. No matter what, their lives will
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never be the same. For what the gods have feared has come to pass. The end of the old is here and the beginning of the
new has been ushered in...
Book Three of the bestselling Lux series No one is like Daemon Black. When he set out to prove his feelings for me, he
wasn't fooling around. Doubting him isn't something I'll do again, and now that we've made it through the rough patches,
well... There's a lot of spontaneous combustion going on. But even he can't protect his family from the danger of trying to
free those they love. After everything, I'm no longer the same Katy. I'm different... And I'm not sure what that will mean in
the end. When each step we take in discovering the truth puts us in the path of the secret organization responsible for
torturing and testing hybrids, the more I realize there is no end to what I'm capable of. The death of someone close still
lingers, help comes from the most unlikely source, and friends will become the deadliest of enemies, but we won't turn
back. Even if the outcome will shatter our worlds forever. Together we're stronger...and they know it. Read the entire
bestselling series! #1: Obsidian (from Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's
point of view) #4: Origin #5: Opposition Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view) CAN BE READ FIRST OR
AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows (Dawson's story)
“Beautiful, real, and devastating…this book will forever have a spot on my all-time favorites shelf.” —Sarah J. Maas, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Throne of Glass Revisit two heartbreakingly powerful novels from #1 New York
Times Bestselling author, Jennifer L. Armentrout. THE PROBLEM WITH FOREVER For some people, silence is a
weapon. For Mallory “Mouse” Dodge, it’s a shield. Growing up, she learned that the best way to survive was to say
nothing. And even though it’s been four years since her nightmare ended, she’s beginning to worry that the fear that
holds her back will last a lifetime. Now, after years of homeschooling with loving adoptive parents, Mallory must face a
new milestone—spending her senior year at a public high school. It doesn’t take long for Mallory to realize that the
connection she shared with Rider Stark, her long-lost childhood friend, never really faded. Yet the deeper their bond
grows, the more it becomes apparent that she’s not the only one grappling with lingering scars from the past. IF
THERE’S NO TOMORROW Lena Wise is always looking forward to tomorrow, especially at the start of her senior year.
She’s ready to pack in as much friend time as possible, to finish college applications and to maybe let her childhood best
friend Sebastian know how she really feels about him. For Lena, the upcoming year is going to be epic—one of
opportunities and chances. Until one choice, one moment, destroys everything. Titles originally published in 2016 and
2017.
For three years, Alexandria has lived among mortals - pretending to be like them and trying to forget the duty she'd been
trained to fulfil as a child of a mortal and a demigod. At seventeen, she's pretty much accepted that she's a freak by
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mortal standards... and that she'll never be prepared for that duty. According to her mother, that's a good thing. But as
every descendent of the gods knows, Fate has a way of rearing her ugly head. A horrifying attack forces Alex to flee
Miami and try to find her way back to the very place her mother had warned her she should never return - the Covenant.
Every step that brings her closer to safety is one more step toward death... because she's being hunted by the very
creatures she'd once trained to kill. The daimons have found her.
Chad Gamble, all-star pitcher for the Nationals, is one of the best players on—and off—the field. And right now, the notorious bad boy wants
Bridget Rodgers. But with her lush curves and snappy comebacks, the feisty redhead is the kind of woman a man wants to settle down
with...and that's the last thing Chad needs. When the paparazzi catch them in a compromising position, Chad's manager issues an ultimatum:
clean up his act or kiss his multimillion-dollar contract goodbye. To save his career, his meddling publicist says he'll have to convince
everyone that Bridget isn't just his flavor of the week, but his girlfriend. Being blackmailed into a fake relationship isn't easy, especially when
the sizzling physical attraction between them is undeniable. With a month to go on their arranged pretense, it's going to take every ounce of
willpower they have to not fall into bed together...or in love. Each book in the Gamble Brothers series is STANDALONE: * Tempting the Best
Man * Tempting the Player * Tempting the Bodyguard
From New York Times bestselling author Maria V. Snyder In this riveting conclusion to Opal Cowan’s saga, the young magician will discover
that glass holds many secrets… including the key to her plight. After siphoning her own blood to defeat her enemy, Opal Cowan lost
everything—including her powers. Moreover, her choice has made her immune to the effects of magic. Once a trusted protegee, Opal is now
an outsider looking in, spying on those with the powers she once had, powers that make a difference in her world. Until spying through glass
unlocks something new within her. Suddenly the beautiful pieces she makes flash in the presence of magic. She also discovers that someone
has stolen some of her blood for nefarious purposes—and that finding it might allow her to regain her powers. As she sets out on a new
journey, she’ll learn, once and for all, if her powers are lost forever… and what she would sacrifice to regain them. Previously Published. The
Chronicles of Ixia Series by Maria V. Snyder Book One: Poison Study Book Two: Magic Study Book Three: Fire Study Book Four: Storm
Glass Book Five: Sea Glass Book Six: Spy Glass Book Seven: Shadow Study Book Eight: Night Study Book Nine: Dawn Study
"As tensions rise, they must stay close together and patrol the DC streets at night, seeking signs of the Harbinger, an entity that is killing
Wardens and demons with no seeming rhyme or reason. Forbidden to be with each other, Zayne and Trinity fight their feelings and turn to
unusual sources for help -- the demon Roth and his cohorts. But as deaths pile up and they uncover a sinister plot involving the local high
school and endangering someone dear to Zayne, Trin realizes she is being led ... herded ... played for some unknown end"-Ivy Morgan hasn't been feeling like herself lately. Not like anyone can blame her. After all, being held captive by a psychotic fae prince hellbent on permanently opening the gates to the Otherworld is bound to leave some mental scars. It's more than that, though. Something dark
and insidious is spreading throughout Ivy, more powerful than she could ever imagine... and it's coming between her and the man she's fallen
deeply in love with, elite Order member Ren Owens. Ren would do anything to keep Ivy safe. Anything. But when he makes a life altering
choice for her, the fallout of his act has far reaching consequences that threaten to tear their lives apart. If Ivy is going to have any hope of
surviving this, she must put aside the hurt and betrayal she feels, and work with not only those she loves, but with an enemy she would rather
kill than ever trust. War is coming, and it soon becomes clear that what Ivy and Ren thought they knew about the Order, themselves, and
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even their enemies, has been nothing but a cluster of dangerous, deadly lies. Ivy knows she must be more than just brave to save those she
loves--and, ultimately, to save herself. Because behind every evil fae Prince, there's a Queen....
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes a new novel in her Blood and Ash series… Is Love Stronger Than
Vengeance? A Betrayal… Everything Poppy has ever believed in is a lie, including the man she was falling in love with. Thrust among those
who see her as a symbol of a monstrous kingdom, she barely knows who she is without the veil of the Maiden. But what she does know is
that nothing is as dangerous to her as him. The Dark One. The Prince of Atlantia. He wants her to fight him, and that’s one order she’s more
than happy to obey. He may have taken her, but he will never have her. A Choice…. Casteel Da’Neer is known by many names and many
faces. His lies are as seductive as his touch. His truths as sensual as his bite. Poppy knows better than to trust him. He needs her alive,
healthy, and whole to achieve his goals. But he’s the only way for her to get what she wants—to find her brother Ian and see for herself if he
has become a soulless Ascended. Working with Casteel instead of against him presents its own risks. He still tempts her with every breath,
offering up all she’s ever wanted. Casteel has plans for her. Ones that could expose her to unimaginable pleasure and unfathomable pain.
Plans that will force her to look beyond everything she thought she knew about herself—about him. Plans that could bind their lives together in
unexpected ways that neither kingdom is prepared for. And she’s far too reckless, too hungry, to resist the temptation. A Secret… But unrest
has grown in Atlantia as they await the return of their Prince. Whispers of war have become stronger, and Poppy is at the very heart of it all.
The King wants to use her to send a message. The Descenters want her dead. The wolven are growing more unpredictable. And as her
abilities to feel pain and emotion begin to grow and strengthen, the Atlantians start to fear her. Dark secrets are at play, ones steeped in the
blood-drenched sins of two kingdoms that would do anything to keep the truth hidden. But when the earth begins to shake, and the skies start
to bleed, it may already be too late.
Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura
Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s life has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never
to be touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be spoken to. Never to experience pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she
would rather be with the guards, fighting back the evil that took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the choice has
never been hers. A Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for
herself. Because a Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her
Ascension, enters her life, destiny and duty become tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger, makes her question everything she
believes in, and tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is rising once
more, determined to take back what they believe is theirs through violence and vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed draws closer,
the line between what is forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the verge of losing her heart and being found
unworthy by the gods, but also her life when every blood-soaked thread that holds her world together begins to unravel. Reviews for From
Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism. Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the
power to control my emotions with every word she writes. From swooning to crying to racing through the pages to find out what happens next,
I couldn't stop reading about Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to either.” - Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author of A
Curse So Dark and Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness, and angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and double that. So many feels and so
many moments it made me cheer for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author “From Blood and
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Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is filled to the brim with danger, mystery and heart melting romance. I loved every single second of it
and I couldn’t get enough of this new fantastical world. A heart stopping start to what is clearly going to be a stunning series, perfect for both
those who love fantasy and those who are new to the genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you think you are ready for From Blood and
Ash, think again. Jennifer L. Armentrout has woven a new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled with action, heart wrenching
twists and the most delicious romance, this unputdownable novel comes with a warning: keep a fan close by, because the temperatures are
about to rise." Elena, The Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout, she introduces a fantastical world filled with
immense detail, and characters who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out done herself!” – BookBesties “From Blood and Ash is a
fantastic fantasy that will hook you immediately from the very first page! I loved every single moment and all of the characters are ones you
will fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again with her amazing writing skills and lots of detail! Get this book immediately!!!” Amanda @Stuck In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into the fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love
and more than a few twists and turns, get ready for one amazing adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This magnificent book has so many pieces
in it: fantasy, mystery, forbidden romance, supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love, friendship, family. And so, so, so many secrets your head
will be spinning. Jennifer L. Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling everyone to read it
ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but hopefully not the
last. Like all her other works, her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men, and feisty strong female characters is amazing. Fantasy,
mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde Book Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything
we love about JLA’s fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world building and plot twists, a strong female lead, a swoon
worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love story, and side characters that can’t help but steal your heart. My mind was blown by the end of
this book.” - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting new fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on
a fantastic ride with twists and turns galore. Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” Lori Dunn an avid reader “From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends, the epic romance,
and an adventure that will keep you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down. Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be
yet another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout." –Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout takes her first step into the high
fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal - it will leave you wanting more after the very last
page.” - Love Just Is Books “From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book for first time.” - Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and
Ash, Jennifer Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a master of her craft. Filled with
epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page one and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just
Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout comes trough once again with From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You
won't be able to put down this epic story once you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance
between fantasy and romance elements leaving the world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship between the main characters
feeling real and authentic.” - Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your whole day reading From Blood and Ash. Once
you start reading this high fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down.” - Love Book Triangle “From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath
taking. JLA does what she does best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance, lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we love and
expect from JLA characters that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and
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Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on
your toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader by the Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high fantasy novel by Jennifer L
Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you want to be a fantasy fan! This page
turner makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you from page
one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a plot that will keep you up late, this book is one
of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In Books “From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch, each page
will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books & Other Pursuits
As the world's thousands of believers gather in Jerusalem for a stadium rally, the Tribulation Force struggles with their own personal crises.
Newspaper reporter Buck Williams and his wife, Chloe, question whether or not they should have a child when the future of the world is so
uncertain. Meanwhile, Rayford Steele discovers the shocking truth about his wife, Amanda. Nicolae Carpathia continues his rise to power,
forcing believers underground. But Nicolae isn't prepared for a plague of scorpion-like locusts tormenting his followers—with a pain so horrible
that men try to kill themselves but aren't allowed to die. A repackage of the fifth book in the New York Times best-selling Left Behind series.
Aiden St. Delphi will do anything to save Alex. Even if it means doing the one thing he will never forgive himself for. Even if it means making
war against the gods. The incredible must-read novella told from Aiden's perspective, picking up where the nail-biting ending of DEITY left
off...
Book Four of the bestselling Lux series Daemon will do anything to get Katy back. After the successful but disastrous raid on Mount Weather,
he's facing the impossible. Katy is gone. Taken. Everything becomes about finding her. Taking out anyone who stands in his way? Done.
Burning down the whole world to save her? Gladly. Exposing his alien race to the world? With pleasure. All Katy can do is survive.
Surrounded by enemies, the only way she can come out of this is to adapt. After all, there are sides of Daedalus that don't seem entirely
crazy, but the group's goals are frightening and the truths they speak even more disturbing. Who are the real bad guys? Daedalus? Mankind?
Or the Luxen? Together, they can face anything. But the most dangerous foe has been there all along, and when the truths are exposed and
the lies come crumbling down, which side will Daemon and Katy be standing on? And will they even be together? Read the entire bestselling
series! #1: Obsidian (from Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's point of view) #4: Origin #5:
Opposition Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view) CAN BE READ FIRST OR AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows (Dawson's
story)

Originally published February 2016 With any great change, there is always strife, and the Covenant University has
become the frontline between pure-bloods who want the Breed Order reinstated and the half-bloods who want the right to
control their own destinies. Fate has other plans. The violence is escalating and war between the races seems inevitable,
and it couldn't come at a worse time. Hyperion may be out of commission, but Josie and Seth know they have only
earned a reprieve. Seth must get Josie fully prepared, which means controlling her newfound abilities, and they need to
find the other demigods before the Titans do. But the gods are sensing a greater threat. Only one thing is more
dangerous than a bunch of starved Titans, and that's an out-of-control Apollyon. The aether in Josie is drawing Seth in
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deeper, and when lust mixes with love and gives way to power, he knows being close to her is not only dangerous to her,
but to everyone around them, but letting her go requires a level of selflessness that just isn't Seth's style. The paths taken
in the past are becoming the roads of the future. Just as chaos breaks out, familiar faces from the past return,
complicating the already strained bond between Josie and Seth, and when the danger from the Titans erupts with
devastating consequences, the dark allure of power calls to Seth again, but this time Josie might not be able to pull him
back. And when the struggle between power and love becomes the deadliest battleground, there may be no salvation.
"Torn between duty and survival, nothing can be the same." Everything Ivy Morgan thought she knew has been turned on
its head. After being betrayed and then nearly killed by the Prince of the Fae, she's left bruised and devastated-and with
an earth-shattering secret that she must keep at all costs. And if the Order finds out her secret, they'll kill her. Then
there's Ren Owens, the sexy, tattooed Elite member of the Order who has been sharing Ivy's bed and claiming her heart.
Their chemistry is smoking hot, but Ivy knows that Ren has always valued his duty to the Order above all else-he could
never touch her if he knew the truth. That is, if he let her live at all. Yet how can she live with herself if she lies to him?
But as the Fae Prince begins to close in, intent on permanently opening the gates to the Otherworld, Ivy is running out of
options. If she doesn't figure out who she can trust-and fast-it's not only her heart that will be torn apart, but civilization
itself.
PureHodder Paperbacks
Discover the New York Times bestselling Lux series, which RT Book Reviews called “A thrilling ride from start to finish,"
from the very beginning... Starting over sucks. When we moved to West Virginia right before my senior year, I'd pretty
much resigned myself to thick accents, dodgy internet access, and a whole lot of boring...until I spotted my hot neighbor,
with his looming height and eerie green eyes. Things were looking up. And then he opened his mouth. Daemon is
infuriating. Arrogant. Stab-worthy. We do not get along. At all. But when a stranger attacks me and Daemon literally
freezes time with a wave of his hand, well, something...unexpected happens. The hot alien living next door marks me.
You heard me. Alien. Turns out Daemon and his sister have a galaxy of enemies wanting to steal their abilities, and
Daemon's touch has me lit up like the Vegas Strip. The only way I'm getting out of this alive is by sticking close to
Daemon until my alien mojo fades. If I don't kill him first, that is. Read the entire bestselling series! #1: Obsidian (from
Katy's point of view) #2: Onyx (from Katy's point of view) #3: Opal (from Katy's point of view) #4: Origin #5: Opposition
Oblivion (Books 1-3 from Daemon's point of view) CAN BE READ FIRST OR AFTER KATY'S POV! Prequel: Shadows
(Dawson's story)
In the instant New York Times bestseller that started the Dark Elements series, one kiss is enough to kill... Layla just
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wants to fit in at school and go on a date with Zayne, whom she's crushed on since forever. Trouble is, Zayne treats
Layla like a sister—and Layla is a half demon, half gargoyle with abilities no one else possesses. And even though Zayne
is a Warden, part of the race of gargoyles tasked with keeping humanity safe, Layla's kiss will kill anything with a
soul—including him. Then she meets Roth—a demon who claims to know her secrets. Though Layla knows she should
stay away, it's tough when that whole no-kissing thing isn't an issue. Trusting Roth could ruin her chances with Zayne,
but as Layla discovers she's the reason for a violent demon uprising, kissing the enemy suddenly pales in comparison to
the looming end of the world. "Armentrout works her magic with swoon-worthy guys and a twist you never see
coming."—#1 New York Times bestselling author Abbi Glines "Armentrout is a major talent... I just can't stop
reading!"—New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter The Dark Elements Series: Bitter Sweet Love (ebook-only
prequel) White Hot Kiss Stone Cold Touch Every Last Breath
“This book blew me away, completely. Gripping from page one, I—quite literally—couldn’t put it down.”—Christina Lauren,
New York Times bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners Growing up, Mallory Dodge learned that the best way to
survive was to say nothing. And even though it’s been four years since her nightmare ended, she’s beginning to worry
that the fear that holds her back will last a lifetime. Now, after years of homeschooling, Mallory must face a new
milestone—spending her senior year at a public high school. But she never imagined she’d run into Rider Stark, the friend
and protector she hasn’t seen since childhood, on her very first day. It doesn’t take long for Mallory to realize that the
connection she shared with Rider never really faded. Yet soon it becomes apparent that she’s not the only one grappling
with lingering scars from the past. And as she watches Rider’s life spiral out of control, Mallory must make a choice
between staying silent and speaking out—for the people she loves, the life she wants and the truths that need to be heard.
Praise for The Problem with Forever: “We’re left breathless and a little haunted and wanting more.”—Danielle Paige,
New York Times bestselling author of Dorothy Must Die “Heartbreakingly real...a remarkable novel about the power of
first love and the courage it takes to face your fears.”—Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling author Also from #1
bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout: If There’s No Tomorrow The Harbinger Series The Dark Elements Series
Things are about to get Wicked in New Orleans. Twenty-two year old Ivy Morgan isn't your average college student. She,
and others like her, know humans aren't the only thing trolling the French Quarter for fun... and for food. Her duty to the
Order is her life. After all, four years ago, she lost everything at the hands of the creatures she'd sworn to hunt, tearing
her world and her heart apart. Ren Owens is the last person Ivy expected to enter her rigidly controlled life. He's six feet
and three inches of temptation and swoon-inducing charm. With forest-green eyes and a smile that's surely left a stream
of broken hearts in its wake, he has an uncanny, almost unnatural ability to make her yearn for everything he has to offer.
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But letting him in is as dangerous as hunting the cold-blooded killers stalking the streets. Losing the boy she loved once
before had nearly destroyed her, but the sparking tension that grows between them becomes impossible for Ivy to deny.
Deep down, she wants... she needs more than what her duty demands of her, what her past has shaped for her. But as
Ivy grows closer to Ren, she realizes she's not the only one carrying secrets that could shatter the frail bond between
them. There's something he's not telling her, and one thing is for certain. She's no longer sure what is more dangerous to
her-the ancient beings threatening to take over the town or the man demanding to lay claim to her heart and her soul.
Originally published November 2013 For twenty-one-year-old Sydney, being in love with Kyler isn't anything new. They'd
been best friends ever since he pushed her down on the playground and she made him eat a mud pie. Somewhere over
the years, she fell for him and fell hard. The big problem with that? Kyler puts the 'man' in man-whore. He's never stayed
with a girl longer than a few nights, and with it being their last year in college, Syd doesn't want to risk their friendship by
declaring her love. Kyler has always put Syd on a pedestal that was too high for him to reach. To him, she's perfect and
she's everything. But the feelings he has for her, he's always hidden away or focused on any other female. After all, Kyler
will always be the poor boy from the wrong side of tracks, and Syd will always be the one girl he can never have. But
when they're stranded together at a posh ski resort due to a massive Nor'easter, there's nothing stopping their red-hot
feelings for each other from coming to the surface. Can their friendship survive the attraction? Better yet, can they survive
at all? Because as the snow falls, someone is stalking them, and this ski trip may be a life-changer in more ways than
one.
Josie's life is turned upside-down by the appearance of Seth, a sexy man who has made a deal with the gods and been
assigned to protect her.
A compelling novel from Jennifer L. Armentrout, the New York Times bestselling author of the Covenant and Lux series.
Dying sucks - and high school senior Ember McWilliams knows firsthand. After a fatal car accident, her gifted little sister
brought her back. Now anything Ember touches dies. And that, well, really blows. Ember operates on a no-touch policy
with all living things - including boys. When Hayden Cromwell shows up, quoting Oscar Wilde and claiming her curse is a
gift, she thinks he's a crazed cutie. But when he tells her he can help control it, she's more than interested. There's just
one catch: Ember has to trust Hayden's adopted father, a man she's sure has sinister reasons for collecting children with
abilities even weirder than hers. But when Ember learns the accident that turned her into a freak may not have been an
accident at all, she's not sure who to trust. Someone wanted her dead, and the closer she gets to the truth, the closer she
is to losing not only her heart, but her life. For real this time.
Originally published April 2012 There is need. And then there is Fate... Being destined to become some kind of
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supernatural electrical outlet isn't exactly awesome-especially when Alexandria's "other half" is everywhere she goes.
Seth's in her training room, outside her classes, and keeps showing up in her bedroom-so not cool. Their connection
does have some benefits, like staving off her nightmares of the tragic showdown with her mother, but it has no effect on
what Alex feels for the forbidden, pure-blooded Aiden. Or what he will do-and sacrifice-for her. When daimons infiltrate
the Covenants and attack students, the gods send furies-lesser gods determined to eradicate any threat to the
Covenants and to the gods, and that includes the Apollyon... and Alex. And if that and hordes of aether-sucking monsters
didn't blow bad enough, a mysterious threat seems willing to do anything to neutralize Seth, even if that means forcing
Alex into servitude... or killing her. When the gods are involved, some decisions can never, ever be undone.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Covenant and Lux series comes the second novel in the pulsepounding, electric Titan series. In The Return, Seth and Josie's story ended on the ultimate cliffhanger. Now, things are
about to get even more dangerous... The Covenant University has become the frontline for the escalating violence
between pure-bloods and half-bloods. War between the races seems inevitable, and it couldn't come at a worse time.
Seth must prepare Josie for battle, which means teaching her how to control her newfound demigod abilities...and they
need to find and rescue the other demigods before their enemies - the Titans - find them first. Only one thing is more
dangerous than a bunch of starved Titans, and that's an out-of-control Apollyon in the form of Seth. The aether in Josie is
drawing Seth in deeper, and when lust mixes with love and gives way to power, he knows being close to her is becoming
explosively dangerous. But letting her go requires a level of selflessness that just isn't Seth's style. When the danger from
the Titans erupts with devastating consequences, the dark allure of power calls to Seth again - but this time, Josie may
not be able to pull him back from the brink...
The international Number 1 bestselling Vampire Academy series by Richelle Mead is NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE. Higher Learning. Higher Stakes. ONLY A TRUE BEST FRIEND CAN PROTECT YOU FROM IMMORTAL
ENEMIES . . . Lissa Dragomir is a mortal vampire. She must be protected at all times from the fiercest and most
dangerous vampires of all - the ones who will never die. Rose Hathaway is Lissa's best friend - and her bodyguard. Now,
after two years of illicit freedom, they've been dragged back inside the iron gates of St. Vladimir's Academy. The girls
must survive a world of forbidden romances, a ruthless social scene and terrifying night-time rituals. But above all, they
must never let their guard down, lest the immortal vampires take Lissa - forever . . . 'Exciting, empowering and un-putdownable.' MTV's Hollywood Crush 'We're suckers for it!' - Entertainment Weekly Also available in the Vampire Academy
series: Vampire Academy (Book 1) Vampire Academy: Frostbite (Book 2) Vampire Academy: Shadow Kiss (Book 3)
Vampire Academy: Blood Promise (Book 4) Vampire Academy: Spirit Bound (Book 5) Vampire Academy: Last Sacrifice
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(Book 6) And don't miss the bestselling Vampire Academy spin-off series, Bloodlines: Bloodlines (Book 1) Bloodlines:
The Golden Lily (Book 2) Bloodlines: The Indigo Spell (Book 3) Bloodlines: The Fiery Heart (Book 4) Bloodlines: Silver
Shadows (Book 5) www.richellemead.com Facebook.com/VampireAcademyNovels Facebook.com/BloodlinesBooks
When Ella is mysteriously attacked on her way home from a party, her entire life changes as she finds herself at the
center of an attempted murder investigation. Ella tries to move on, but her attacker isn't done yet. He shows himself in
the form of horrifying signs and symbols: a clown mask strewn on her bed, a dead bird in her backpack, a shadow
moving past her window in the night. And as the weeks pass, it turns out that Ella isn't the only one being tormented.
With the help of an old flame, Jensen Carver, and her friends and family, Ella tries to attain some sense of normalcy, but
she can't seem to shake the feeling that there's a dark pattern hidden in the killer's every move. Suddenly, even those in
her innermost circle seem suspicious. In her seemingly safe West Virginia town, Ella starts to wonder who she can trust
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